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Next Step Housing Program 

 
Next Step Housing is Ascension Place’s newest program to support women in transition. Next Step Housing 
provides women permanent housing with the opportunity to lead stable, productive and enriching lives with 
decreased services and the support of an intentional community.  
 
The Building. The Next Step Housing building is located in the Camden neighborhood of Minneapolis.  

 11 one-bedroom apartments, a shared laundry room and a beautifully landscaped yard with tables and 
a seating area. 

 Near green space surrounding Webber Park and Parkway, a library and major bus lines. 
 
The Tenants. Next Step Housing houses women who have lived at Ascension Place for more than 6 months. 
The following criteria identify tenants who will thrive with increased independence, but who would experience 
fewer barriers in an intentional community than they would in scattered-site housing: 

 Success with Ascension Place Program (policy compliance, structure, etc.) 

 Relationships and boundaries skills 

 Stability (chemical, mental and physical health, 6 months support system) 

 Ability to access community resources and seek supports 

 Contributes to and benefits from living in a community 
 
The Program. Next Step Housing offers decreased services after Ascension Place, while still allowing for 
increased supports as needed. This “Step-Down” service model consists of 5 basic elements: 

 Basic case management (e.g. transition-planning, assistance with accessing benefits, self-care and life 
skills coaching). 

 Peer Support and Leadership Opportunities 

 Community partnerships and resources to support tenants’ sustainability 

 Property Management (traditional lease with plenty of room to err and recover) 

 Approach based on Motivational Interviewing, Harm Reduction, Critical Time Intervention and utilization 
of the intentional community of tenants 

 
The Funding. Next Step Housing is funded by the state’s Group Residential Housing (GRH) program. This 
funding includes: 

 a housing subsidy for each tenant to cover their rent, utilities (including a land-line), and an 
approximately $150 stipend for tenants’ other household expenses; and 

 service funding for each tenant to cover costs of case management and other services.  

 Tenants will also receive $92/month from General Assistance, and approximately $200 in food support. 
 
The Pudding. Since opening in March 2011, 8 tenants have enjoyed their apartments for 18 months. Half of 
the tenants now have income that could support more independent, non-GRH housing, but they choose to 
stay at Next Step Housing. Tenants cite the intentional community model as their most crucial support, and 
they report increased feelings of independence, self-confidence and self-sufficiency. 


